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When automated angle lines were first 
introduced to the steel fabrication market 
the principal application was to punch holes 
and cut the angle to the desired length.This 
technology generated substantial productivity 
gains as the process of evolving from a stock 
length angle to a finished part automatically 
was rapidly endorsed by industry.  
As the acceptance of automated angle lines 
grew rapidly, industry wanted to be able to 
expand the specifications of these lines to 
increase the labor saving opportunities.

Since the 1960’s, FICEP has pioneered the 
expansion of angle line capabilities to broaden 
their ability to address diverse applications.  
These are just of few of the capabilities that 
have been engineered into FICEP angle lines 
to address the needs of the market.

In addition to angles, the capability of flats 
and channels up to 200 mm (8”) have been 
added as these additional sections generally 
form the majority of the miscellaneous shapes 
that industry generally utilizes.  

The ability to hard stamp finished parts that 
will retain their part number after painting or 
galvanizing facilitates the product flow and 
identification of the lines production.  



The application of part marking generally 
ranges from highly repetitive part numbers 
to those where the sequence of number 
changes frequently. 
For those application where the required part 
number is highly repetitive FICEP engineered 
a multiple position cartridge style marking 
press. 
Each cartridge, that is selectable by program 
command, can accept multiple digits so 
each press cycle (2 seconds) generates a 
complete part number.

In applications that require part marking 
where the characters are frequently changing 
FICEP developed a fully programmable 
marking press.  

This design eliminates any need for the 
operator to manually change the digits in a 
cartridge holder or change the actual holder.  
There is no set up required on this style 
marking press when changing production 
runs.

As angle parts frequently intersect with 
another structural steel member or plates 
this generally requires some type of notching 
or blocking application. 

In cases where a repetitive notching 
geometry is required FICEP offers diverse 
notch tooling configurations to accommodate 
such applications.
Many applications require the angle of the 
notch to change or for the total geometry to 
be different. 
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To address these challenging applications 
FICEP has innovated programmable 
notching. 

This versatile tool employs a CNC controlled 
configuration of the notch tooling to yield 
a wide assortment of notching profiles for 
differing applications. 
This unique capability eliminates manual tool 
changes to enhance the systems productivity. 

Many applications require the holes to be 
generated in angles and miscellaneous 
shapes to be drill and not punched because 
of engineering codes or the hole diameter to 
material thickness ratio. 

FICEP angle lines can be provided with drilling 
capability to address these applications.  
Each spindle is equipped with an automatic 
tool changer and sub-axis spindle positioning.
This unique sub-axis positioning enables 
the drilling of a group of holes without the 
requirement for a clamp and unclamp cycle 
for each hole to increase productivity.

The ability to rigidly clamp the material while 
using the spindle sub-axis for milling permits 
additional capabilities. 
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Large holes can be milled or even the heel 
of the angle can be removed for typical tower 
leg fabrication. 
The most popular form of cut off is single 
cut shearing and to a lesser degree double 
cut shearing can be provided to the reduce 
equipment acquisition cost.  

The negative associated with double cut 
shearing is that is generates a slug from 12-
20 mm (1/2”-3/4”) for each shear cut.  
When generating short finished parts the 
material loss represents a substantial 
percentage of each stock length.  

In applications where the angle leg exceeds 
25 mm (1”) in thickness or sawing is required 
by code FICEP integrates a circular saw.  
This circular saw technology employs carbide 
inserts to achieve burr free cuts in a cycle 
time that compares favorable to shearing.

In addition to punching, drilling, marking, 
notching, shearing and sawing capabilities 
that are available as part of FICEP 
comprehensive family of angle fabrication 
lines a complete assortment of material 
handling options are available. 

In addition to stock loading and discharging 
of finished parts a pioneering level of 
automation is integrated into the total lines 
operation. Stock length sections are loaded 
at random and scanned into the system. 
 
As needed, and without involvement of an 
operator, each stock length is loaded on to the 
entry conveyor, the stock length is confirmed, 
punched, drilled, marked, notched, cut to 
length and unloaded at a designated location, 
all without an operator.  

That is “Intelligent Steel Fabrication”!


